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StuccoStar is a ready-made filler for interior use on most building surfaces, including timber.  It provides an 
even, smooth surface for painting.  StuccoStar enables the artisan to patch up and touch up interior surfaces, 
both old and new, preparing it for painting and fills joints and hairline cracks equally well.  StuccoStar is 
superior to the conventional fillers due its plastic properties, no flaking, and high retention of adhesion and 
permanence.

StuccoStar bonds extremely well to all common building surfaces including gypsum, gypsum boards, spray 
plasters, cementitious materials, wood, and galvanized steel laths.  StuccoStar is used as a thin coat filler 
where spray plaster cannot be used.  It also goes into patching of hairline cracks in walls, ceilings, repairs of 
damaged plaster work, paint work, filling of defects, nails holes in woodwork, integrity over lintels and beams, 
and along the top of skirtings etc.

Preparation: The application surface should not have any foreign matter, dust, dirt or flaking or such surfaces 
should be cleaned thoroughly and StarBond Penetrating Primer or StarBond Ultra user before patching with 
StuccoStar. Ridges and form oil must also be removed. Surfaces with encroaching dampness should 
damproofed before applying this filler.  If dampness is a constant condition, then use of Star Acrylic Filler is 
advised. Old painted surfaces should be first washed with soda and water solution, rinsed, and dried before 
filling.

Application: Initial application should be a thin even layer; if the area to be repaired requires a thick coat, 
apply several thin layers. Each layer has to dry before the next layer is added.  Within 24 hours of application, 
sandpaper lightly over the dry final surface before painting.

Tools and equipment should always be cleaned out with water to ensure smooth re-use.

Prolonged contact with eyes and skin is not recommended. Always wear protective eye-gear and overalls.  
Avoid any ingestion. Detailed information is given in the MSDS.

Product Description

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Method of Application

Health & Safety

StuccoStar is supplied in 5kg and 20kg plastic pails.

Store in a clean, dry place. Always avoid completely direct sunlight and extremes of heat and cold, especially 
frost. As long as the containers remain sealed, usage up to 12 months is possible. Always follow 
first-in-first-out policy.

Packing & Storage 
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Product Technical Data

Product

Binder

Fillers

Dilution

Colour

Shrinkage

Density

Consumption

Application

Storage

Packing

StuccoStar Ready-mixed quick drying filler of fine inert extenders

Acrylic copolymer

Finely- graded marble

With water if required

White

Minimal

1.75

6 - 8 m2/litre on average

Manual using spatula 

12 months in sealed original container

5kg and 20kg plastic pails

TRIMIX offers a complete range of products for spray plastering and all-surface finishing.

Technical Service is offered by Trimix LLC’s Technical Service Department (TSD). A team of Sales/Demonstration Instructors is always 
available for technical assistance to the Customers on the correct usage of our products. The information given in this leaflet is based on 
laboratory research as well as extensive field work and application and its present state of knowledge and intended to provide general 
information on the products and methods of usage. All products are subject to standard conditions of sale which are available on request. 
Prospective users are advised to determine the suitability of the products and suggestions before adopting them on a commercial scale. 
Trimix is not liable for any incidental or consequential damages directly or indirectly sustained nor for any loss caused by application of the 
product(s) not in accordance with instructions or for other than their intended use. Any claim shall be deemed waived unless made in writing 
to us with 15 days from the date it was or reasonably should have been discovered. 
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